
5 TOP TIPS FOR TAKING BETTER
PHOTOS OF YOUR DOG

- By Joe Riley -

Five things you can all do to get better results from your DSLR or even your camera phone. 
I follow these same five principles on every photo session I do.

1. GET ON DOWN - The one thing that will make the biggest difference overall is where you take your photos from. 
If you photograph everything from eye level, your pictures can end up looking unoriginal and plain. Get down to your 
dog’s level, or even lower if possible, and see life from their point of view. It’ll make for more interesting pictures and 

give your dog a superior status. Tip - Looking slightly up at the dog can make them look epic!

2.2. HAPPY DOGS - If your dog is not happy in their environment, no matter how great the photographer, your dog is not 
going to look good in the photo. The biggest reason I work outside in nature, instead of somewhere like a photographic 
studio (aside from the fact that I’ve wasted years of my life in them, and personally they bore me silly) is that dogs are 
much happier out in the open, running about having fun. Choose a suitable environment. That doesn’t have to be 
outside. It may be in your home. Make sure it’s somewhere they know, or give them the time they need to become 
familiar with their surroundings. Tip - Give them time to get used to everything, including the gear you are using!

3.3. HAVE WHAT THEY WANT - The easiest way to get your dog to look where you want them to (as opposed to sat 
down, facing the other way every time you get your camera out) is to possess the thing they most desire. Treats, their 
favourite squeaky toy or a ball. Use whatever gets them super excited and focussed on you. (Someone once suggested 
to me they’d use their cat! - Perhaps a little impractical, but whatever works!) Then make them work for it. Lead them 
into position, turn them around, get them to sit or lie down. But don’t leave it too long before rewarding them, or they’ll 
get bored and walk off. Tip - Give them a tiny taste of what they could have first to gain their full attention!

4.4. PLAY TIME - Your dog doesn’t know (and if they do, they certainly don’t care) that you are trying to take a photo. 
Expecting them to pose is utterly pointless. Instead, make it a game. Excite them. Get them interested. Play first. The 
camera can wait. During the photo session, maintain your dog’s focus on their reward (see tip 3). Praise them whenever 
they do the correct thing, even if the photo you just took was rubbish. Being praised for doing the right thing gives you a 

much better chance that they’ll do it again, so you can have another go!! Tip - If you need to ‘faff around’ 
(technical term) with the camera to get the settings right, do it BEFORE introducing your dog to the equation! (technical term) with the camera to get the settings right, do it BEFORE introducing your dog to the equation! 

5. KEEP ON SHOOTING - I must confess I didn’t suddenly become brilliant. It’s been a long journey. The key to taking 
great photographs is to take LOTS of photographs. I mean thousands. I once took over 7,000 in one day alone! 

No matter how little raw talent you start with, you will get better the more you take. 
I still take around a 200 photos during a Bounders photo session to ensure you get 10 awesome ones 
to treasure forever. Tip - Don’t be afraid to overshoot. Keep practicing, over and over again…

Hope that helps!

“I’d love to see your pics, so make sure to post your best results in 
our facebook group www.facebook.com/groups/boundersfamily 

or you can message me direct on facebook for feedback.”
(search Joe Riley Bounders Dog Photography)

Interested in a Bounders Experience? 
Head over to our website or call Joe today

07774 103 192
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